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The Importance of Real-World
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BACKGROUND
Seasonal influenza is an acute viral respiratory disease which circulates globally with
constantly evolving epidemiology [1]. Influenza viruses can infect up to 20% of the global
population each year, resulting in more than 650,000 annual deaths [2]. Seasonal influenza is
therefore a major cause of illness, associated with substantial health and economic burdens,
due to its impact on healthcare – with increased medical resource utilization and costs, and on
society – with enormous death toll and loss of production [3].
Effective vaccines and timely vaccination programs are crucial strategies for the control
of seasonal influenza, the spread and severity of which is unpredictable. Influenza viruses are
constantly changing due to different types of mutation in viral genes that result in altered surface glycoproteins (hemagglutinin and neuraminidase), which enables viruses to escape the
antigen-specific immunity that is induced by prior infections and/or vaccination [1]. Changes
in antigenic sites result from either common point mutations during viral replication, which
cause small changes in surface proteins (antigenic drift), or from less frequent significant
genetic reassortment and the consequent emergence of novel virus subtypes or clades (antigenic shift) [4]. Antigenic evolution and regional variations in environmental strain / clade
dominance require that the antigen composition of seasonal influenza vaccines is changed
annually [1,4].
Annual vaccination is the best way to prevent influenza disease in people aged 6 months
and older [3]. Influenza vaccines are proven to be economically favorable in specific populations including older adults, people with chronic medical problems, pregnant women, and
children – from both healthcare and societal perspectives [3]. Therefore, the appropriate evaluation of influenza vaccines based on epidemiological and economic data is of the utmost
importance for accurately informing policymakers and allocating resources for seasonal influenza vaccination programs [2,3].
RANDOMIZED CONTROLLED TRIAL (RCT)
VS. REAL-WORDL DATA (RWD)
The evidence in support of the safety, efficacy, and effectiveness of influenza vaccines is
based on RCTs and observational studies conducted in real-world conditions [5]. The first
are key research tools in studying vaccine candidates, addressing questions on efficacy and
incidence of adverse events [6], and measuring influenza vaccine efficacy under specific conditions designed to minimize bias that could invalid experimental results [5]. On the other
hand, real-world data (RWD) routinely collected during vaccination campaigns, can assess
how well vaccines work in real life conditions, as well as through different seasons and settings, providing actionable metrics towards the continuous monitoring of effectiveness and
post-marketing safety surveillance [5].
Influenza vaccines are a paradigm of how real-world evidence (RWE) can offer a complementary wider view of their impact. Due to the constant accumulation of antigenic mutations, influenza viruses change from one year to another, with evolving effects on person-
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to-person transmission and the severity of disease [1,2]. The relationship between efficacy
estimates from RCT and vaccines lies at the crossing of evolutionary biology and public
health [7,8]. Indeed, RCT estimates refer to a definite vaccine and year, also being measured
under the optimal conditions imposed by study design. Due to the high variability between
seasonal influenza outbreaks, efficacy results from a given RCT cannot strictly be compared
with the results from similar studies conducted in other influenza seasons. This could be due
to different annual predominant strains which could impact the severity of the season, and
to mismatch between the viruses included in the influenza vaccine and the actual circulating
epidemic strains [5,9]. Thus, while RCTs remain the leading design to estimate the protective
benefits of influenza vaccines, particularly at the pre-licensure stage, RWE analyses in the
post-marketing phase can assess influenza vaccine effectiveness across sequential influenza
seasons. This accurately reflects the real extent to which vaccines reduce burden of disease
at the population-level over time, also accounting for variations in the timing of disease and
vaccination, providing applicable data on possible cross-protection against non-matching circulating viral strains [5,10,11]. Additionally, compared with RCTs, RWD generate estimates
using relevant patient-oriented outcomes – namely numbers of cases, medical visits, hospitalizations, or deaths prevented by vaccination – the calculation of which reflects real-world
health issues and demonstrates whether interventions provide benefits to patients and improve
public health [8,11-13].
Notably, one of the main critical concerns about the evidence generated in vaccine RCTs
relates to study population [14]. High-risk groups for influenza-associated complications
(such as children younger than 5 years old), individuals with specific chronic conditions,
those receiving polytherapy, and pregnant and lactating women are usually excluded from
influenza vaccine RCTs. Therefore, the integration of RWE is essential to fulfil the need for
reliable and complete evidence demonstrating the effectiveness and benefit-risk profile of vaccination, for both the general population and specific subgroups [14,15].
Vaccine RWE studies assess more varied and larger recipient populations, in different
locations, with different levels of risk of infection, and different diseases outcomes. Unlike
RCTs, RWE studies are also able to capture the direct and indirect effects of vaccination
(including infectiousness and susceptibility, and their duration), as well as other vaccinationrelated aspects – namely vaccination schedules and costs, and population compliance and
hesitancy – that significantly change the vaccination coverage rate and the dynamics of transmission between vaccinated and non-vaccinated / naïve individuals [11].
Global mass vaccination to combat the coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic is a current
example of how data derived from RWE analyses have been pivotal in monitoring the contribution of vaccines to pandemic control [16-18]. For instance, RWD routinely collected during
national vaccination campaigns have been key to tailoring the most appropriate populationlevel interventions in order to ensure protection against COVID-19, by describing the dynamics of vaccine immunogenicity and effectiveness, targeting the most vulnerable groups,
identifying timing for boosters, and solving safety concerns [17,18].
Under the right conditions, RWE provides valid support for health decisions by virtue
of data relating to patient health status that can be gathered and integrated from a variety of
sources (e.g., clinical health records, disease registries, patient-generated data, etc.) [19]. On
this point, it is important to acknowledge some considerations for quality checking RWE in
the context of influenza vaccine effectiveness. While evaluating quality of evidence is particularly important for informing health decisions, appropriate and cautious selection of quality
assessment tools and strategies is needed in this field [20]. For instance, some frameworks
for grading quality of evidence and making recommendations are unlikely to be adequate for
understanding the value and reliability of RWE regarding influenza vaccine effectiveness.
In the light of the aforementioned constantly evolving viral antigenic variability and influenza epidemiology, the wider view offered by RWE on response to seasonal immunization is
likely to be undermined by common approaches (such as the Grading of Recommendations
Assessment, Development and Evaluation—GRADE [21]) that tend to prioritize evidence
from RCTs, which cannot be considered an extensive metric to support vaccination policy, as
discussed above.
Conversely, assessment of RWE in public health interventions should be conducted in the
context of a complete overview of the research question and fitness for purpose [20]. While
availability of and access to appropriate RWD sources are increasing, the use of a specific tool
to assess influenza vaccine effectiveness is required to ensure that RWE is relevant in informing stakeholders and influencing public health policy.
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CONCLUSIONS
In a nutshell, the potential difference in estimates of vaccine efficacy between RCTs and
RWE is an interesting field of investigation. Making comparisons across vaccine studies is
complex, with numerous factors and limitations that can potentially affect the validity and
reproducibility of results. As regards influenza vaccines, while RCTs designed upon rigorous
standards of quality remain important to demonstrate the protective benefits of vaccination, in
terms of both safety and efficacy, RWD is a key contributor, able to fill evidence gaps in the
field of influenza vaccinology, particularly in terms of the richness and granularity of available data, the advancement of RWE methods, and support for strategies to implement the most
appropriate vaccination policies during seasonal influenza outbreaks.
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